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Abstract
This study aims to analyse the inuence of geometrical defects (notches and holes) on the
high cycle fatigue behaviour of an electrolytic copper based on nite element simulations of
2D polycrystalline aggregates. In order to investigate the role of each source of anisotropy on
the mechanical response at the grain scale, three dierent material constitutive models are
assigned successively to the grains: isotropic elasticity, cubic elasticity and crystal plasticity
in addition to the cubic elasticity. The signicant inuence of the elastic anisotropy on the
mechanical response of the grains is highlighted. When considering smooth microstructures,
the crystal plasticity have has a slight eect in comparison with the cubic elasticity inuence.
However, in the case of notched microstructures, it has been shown that the inuence of the
plasticity is no more negligible. Finally, the predictions of three fatigue criteria are analysed.
Their ability to predict the defect size eect on the fatigue strength is evaluated thanks to a
comparison with experimental data from the literature.
Keywords: High cycle fatigue, Defect, Microstructure modelling, Anisotropic elasticity,
Crystal plasticity, Fatigue criterion
Nomenclature
s : plastic slip on the slip system s
s : accumulated plastic slip on the slip system s
s : resolved shear stress on the slip system s
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rs : isotropic hardening variable on the slip system s
xs : kinematic hardening variable on the slip system s
 : stress tensor
"p : plastic strain tensor
ns : unit vector normal to the slip plane (Fig.1)
ls : unit vector in the slip direction (Fig.1a)
ms : orientation tensor of the slip system s
hia : volume-weighted average over the aggregate
hig : volume-weighted average over the grain g
 = hia : macroscopic stress tensor
hig : mesoscopic stress tensor
(n) : mesoscopic stress vector across the plane of unit normal vector n (Fig.1b)
 : mesoscopic shear stress vector (Fig.1b)
a : mesoscopic shear stress amplitude (Fig.1b)
m : mesoscopic mean shear stress (Fig.1b)
Ts;a : macroscopic resolved shear stress amplitude on the slip system s
s;a : mesoscopic resolved shear stress amplitude on the slip system s (Fig.1b)
n : macroscopic normal stress acting on the plane n
n : mesoscopic normal stress acting on the plane n (Fig.1b)
n;a : mesoscopic normal stress amplitude acting on the plane n
n;m : mesoscopic mean normal stress acting on the plane n
h : mesoscopic hydrostatic stress
PFn : failure probability of a slip plane
PFg : failure probability of a grain
PFa : failure probability of an aggregate
1. Introduction
The ability to assess the eects of small defects on the high cycle fatigue (HCF) strength
appears to be crucial from the design point of view as the stress concentrations induced by
these defects favour fatigue crack initiation. Several authors have established fatigue criteria
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taking into account accurately the detrimental inuence of defects on the fatigue limits in
tension [1], in torsion [2] and in combined tension and torsion [3]. However, although the
practical interest of these approaches is undeniable, they often involve a material charac-
teristic length whose physical meaning is unclear. Besides, some of them do not allow to
account for a complex defect geometry. Moreover, these methods neglect the variabilities of
the microstructure in the vicinity of the defect and thus can not reect the scatter observed
in the HCF strength of metallic materials. This scatter is often explained by the anisotropic
elasto-plastic behaviour of individual grains leading to a highly heterogeneous distribution
of plastic slip. Since fatigue crack initiation is a local phenomenon, intimately related to the
plastic activity at the crystal scale, it seems relevant to evaluate the mesoscopic mechanical
quantities (i.e. the average mechanical quantities at the grain scale) the HCF behaviour
of metallic materials. Unfortunately no simple method exists to precisely estimate these
quantities due to the complexity of the morphology and of the behaviour of the grains con-
stituting a metal. Localisation schemes are a common way to relate the mechanical response
of each grain to the macroscopic loading applied to a polycrystal. However, they encounter
diculties when estimating the local mechanical elds in the presence of defects whose size
is comparable to the characteristic length of the microstructure (i.e. the mean grain size).
An alternative way to estimate these mechanical elds is to perform nite element (FE)
analysis of explicitly modelled polycrystalline aggregates. This promising approach allows
to take into account microstructural features generally neglected in the localisation schemes
and to deepen the analysis of the mesoscopic mechanical responses of metals under cyclic
loading. In recent years, several works have involved this kind of numerical simulations to
contribute to the study of the HCF behaviour. For instance, Bennett et al. [4] have analysed
the distribution of fatigue crack initiation parameters inspired from well-known HCF criteria.
This study was enriched by the work of Guilhem et al. [5] in which the mechanical response
of the grains is studied according to their positions in the aggregate (for instance at the free
surface or in the core), their orientations and those of the neighboring grains. Some studies
have highlighted the important role played by the anisotropic elasticity on the mechanical
responses at the grain scale in several metallic materials with a face-centred cubic (FCC)
structure [6, 7, 8] and a body-centred cubic (BCC) structure [9]. Moreover, FE simulations of
polycrystalline aggregates have recently been used to analyse the inuence of defects on the
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high cycle fatigue strength. For example, the eect of a rough surface has been investigated
in [10, 11] and the inuence of the crystallographic orientations and of the defect size and
acuity have been extensively studied by Owolabi et al. [12] in the case of semicircular notches.
In the present work, which falls within this framework, two points are addressed:
 A numerical analysis is conducted on notched microstructures, based on push-pull
fatigue limits determined by Lukas et al. [1] thanks to notched specimens made of
electrolytic copper. In a rst step, the objective is to analyse the mechanical responses
of the grains in microstructures cyclically loaded at a stress amplitude corresponding
to the macroscopic average fatigue limit. This analysis focuses more specically on the
eects of the constitutive model used at the grain scale and the notch on the meso-
scopic mechanical responses. In a second step, a comparison is carried out between the
predictions provided by three dierent criteria with the experimental average fatigue
limits.
 A qualitative numerical study is made on holed microstructure, in order to compare
the inuence of a defect on the mesoscopic mechanical response for dierent loading
conditions: fully reversed tension and fully reversed shear. The fatigue limits predicted
by one of the studied criterion are determined and compared to experimental trends
2. Modelling approach
2.1. Constitutive material models at the grain scale
The anisotropic behaviour of the grains is due, on the one hand, to the elastic behaviour
and, on the other hand, to the crystallographic nature of the plastic slip. In FCC structure,
as for pure copper, the elastic behaviour is cubic and the plastic slip occurs along the f111g
planes in the h110i directions which correspond respectively to the closed-packed planes
and directions of this crystal structure. In order to dissociate the eect of each sources of
anisotropy on the mesoscopic mechanical responses, three constitutive models, assigned to
the grains, are investigated:
 Linear isotropic elasticity;
 Linear cubic elasticity;
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 Linear cubic elasticity with crystal plasticity.
In each case, a Hooke's law is used to describe the elastic behaviour. In the rst case, an
isotropic elastic behaviour is considered and is dened by the Young's Modulus E and the
Poisson's ratio . In the second and third cases, cubic elasticity is considered and completely
characterized by three coecients dened in the crystal coordinate system: C1111, C1122 and
C1212. After homogenisation, when considering an isotropic texture, the cubic elastic model
is equivalent to the isotropic elastic model at the macroscopic scale.
Finally, crystal plasticity is described by a single crystal visco-plastic model proposed by
Meric et al. [13]. In this constitutive model, the plastic slip rate _s on a slip system s is
governed by a Norton-type ow rule (Eq. 1) involving the resolved shear stress s acting on
s and an isotropic hardening variable rs associated to the slip system s.
_s =
 jsj   r0   rs
K
n
+
sgn(s) = _ssgn(s) (1)
where K and n are the parameters dening the viscosity and r0 corresponds to the critical
resolved shear stress. In this equation, hxi+ = max(x; 0). The resolved shear stress s acting
on s is computed from the stress tensor  by means of the orientation tensorms (Eqs 2 and
3). From ms, it is then possible to compute the plastic strain rate tensor _"
p knowing the
plastic slip rate _s occurring on each slip system s (Eq. 4).
s =ms :  (2)
ms =
(ns 
 ls + ls 
 ns)
2
(3)
_"p =
X
s
_sms (4)
The evolution law of the isotropic hardening variable rs is given by Eqs 5.
rs = Q
X
r
hsr(1  e br ) (5)
hsr terms represent the components of the interaction matrix, introduced by Franciosi [14]
in order to account for the inuence of the accumulated plastic slip r on the slip system r
on the hardening of the slip system s. Q and b are the isotropic hardening parameters.
The material parameters values used in the FE simulation, identied by Meric et al. [13]
and Gerard [15], are summarised in Table 1.
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2.2. Finite element modelling
2.2.1. Notched microstructures
In order to reproduce numerically, in a reasonable computation time, the fatigue tests
conducted by Lukas et al. [1] using nite element simulations of polycrystalline aggregates,
a simplied geometry of the specimen is modelled (see Fig. 2). The rst simplication is
the use of 2-dimensional geometries instead of 3D semicircular notches considered in [1].
The second one consists in explicitly modelling the microstructure only in the notch area.
An isotropic matrix embeds the polycrystal so that the ratio between the half-width of the
specimen used in [1] and the notch radius is respected for all geometries. The use of an
isotropic matrix is a common practice in studies of notched microstructures (see for instance
[16] and [12]). The dimensions presented in Fig. 2 have been chosen such as the smooth
polycrystalline aggregate contains 200 grains for a mean grain size of 50 m.
The process used to generate the 2-dimensional polycrystalline aggregates geometries is
described in [7]. Both smooth and notched microstructures are used. The notches considered
in this work are semi-circular and 3 notch radii  are studied: 40, 80 and 120 m. Finally,
the nite element mesh of the CAD of the microstructure is generated using Gmsh [17].
Three-node triangular nite elements, with linear interpolation and generalised plane strain
hypothesis, are used. Each grain is discretised in average with 100 elements. A nite element
mesh illustration of a microstructure embedded in a matrix is shown in Fig.3. The mesh of the
grains may appear coarse in comparison with the recommended discretisation suggested by
Diard et al. [18]. The authors state that, for 3-dimensional microstructures, approximately
350 integration points in average per grain are necessary to correctly estimate the average
values per grain of mechanical quantities which is the scale investigated in this study. How-
ever, it may seem reasonable to assume that the minimum number of integration points can
be lower for 2D microstructures. In order to conrm this hypothesis, a comparison between
the results obtained from a microstructure loaded in tension and discretised with 3-node tri-
angular linear elements and 6-node triangular quadratic elements is undertaken. The grains
contains in average 100 integration points and 300 integration points for the microstructures
meshed respectively with 3-node triangular elements and with 6-node triangular elements.
The mechanical quantities chosen for comparison are the mesoscopic von Mises stress and
the mesoscopic hydrostatic stress which are computed from the stress tensors averaged per
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grain hig obtained from the last increment of the FE simulations. Those two quantities are
selected as they give a good view on the deviation that can be observed on the deviatoric and
hydrostatic part of the mesoscopic stress tensor for the two mesh. It has been observed that
for 80% of the grains, the relative dierences of the mesoscopic von Mises stresses between
the two meshes do not exceed 1%. The maximum relative dierence is lower than 4.5% for
that mechanical quantity. Concerning the mesoscopic hydrostatic stress, it turns out that
for 95% of the grains, the relative dierence between the two meshes does not exceed 3%.
However, relatives dierences greater than 5% have been found. This case occurs only for
the grains with a low mesoscopic stress (i.e. < 30% of the maximum mesoscopic hydrostatic
stress of the aggregate). In these conditions, the adopted discretisation seems acceptable.
For each defect size studied, three geometries containing approximately 200 equiaxed
grains and ten orientations sets are used. Orientation sets are composed by triplet of Euler
angles chosen such as to represent an isotropic texture. Each triplet of Euler angles denes
the orientation of one crystal frame with respect to the reference frame of the aggregate. As
a result, the response of 30 dierent microstructures is investigated per defect size. Compu-
tations are performed to simulate fully reversed load control fatigue tests. Such loading cases
are modelled by imposing a displacement U2 = 0 to the lower edge and a cyclic macroscopic
stress 22 (t) = 22;asin (t) to the upper edge of the matrix. A displacement U1 = 0 is
imposed on the left edge to model the specimen symmetry. When the crystal plasticity model
is assigned to the grains, 10 cycles are computed so that the aggregates reach a stabilized
behaviour. In the case of purely elastic models used for the grains, thanks to the linearity of
these behaviours, only one cycle is applied.
The constitutive model assigned to the isotropic matrix depends on the one applied to
the grains. If the grains have a purely elastic constitutive model, an isotropic elastic law is
assigned to the matrix. If the crystal plasticity model is assigned to the grains, an isotropic
plastic model is added to the constitutive model of the matrix. In this time-independent
plasticity model, the yield surface is described by a yield function f based on the von Mises
expression:
f = J2 ( X) R  y (6)
Where  is the macroscopic stress tensor, X is the kinematic hardening stress tensor, y
is the initial size of the yield surface and R is the isotropic hardening stress. Non-linear
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kinematic and isotropic hardening rules are used, respectively Armstrong-Frederick (Eq. 8)
and Voce (Eq. 7) rules. The parameters of this model (y, Q, b, C and ) are identied
by numerical optimisation using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and considering the
macroscopic response of a smooth polycrystalline aggregate of 200 grains loaded in cyclic
tension as the data set so that the two models are equivalent at the macroscopic scale. The
material parameters obtained are summarised in Table 2.
dR = b (Q R) dp (7)
dX =
2
3
CdEp   Xdp (8)
The numerical simulations are conducted with ZeBuLoN FE software [19] in which the
constitutive models used in this study (i.e. the cubic elasticity and the single-crystal vis-
coplasticity) are already implemented.
2.2.2. Holed microstructures
The modelling of holed microstructures is similar to the one of the notched microstruc-
tures : the geometries are in 2-dimension and the polycrystalline aggregates, containing 200
grains, are embedded in an isotropic matrix. The geometry and its dimensions are shown in
Fig. 4. As for notched microstructure, smooth polycrystalline aggregates are computed for
comparison. The defect considered is a circular hole and 3 radii  are studied: 28:3, 56:6 and
84:9 m. The same nite elements and meshed density as in the case of notched microstruc-
tures are used. For each defect size studied, three geometries containing approximately 200
equiaxed grains and ten orientations sets are used. As a result, the response of 30 dierent
microstructures is investigated per defect size. Two loading cases are studied: fully reversed
tension and fully reversed shear. To model the fully reversed tension, a displacement U2 = 0
and a cyclic macroscopic stress 22 (t) = 22;asin (!t) are imposed respectively on the lower
edge and on the upper edge of the matrix. The fully reversed shear is modelled by imposing
a cyclic macroscopic stress 12 (t) = 12;asin (!t) on the upper and right edges of the matrix
which are oriented respectively along the x-axis and the y-axis. An opposite macroscopic
stress  12 (t) is imposed on the lower and left edges of the matrix which are also oriented
respectively along the x-axis and the y-axis. In order to limit the computation time, only
elastic models are assigned to the grains and an isotropic elastic law is assigned to the matrix.
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This modelling choice seems adequate for a qualitative analysis of the inuence of defect on
the fatigue strength in fully reversed tension and shear. Thanks to the linearity of these
behaviours, only one cycle is applied.
3. Fatigue criteria
The predictions of three dierent fatigue criteria are studied in this work. Their ex-
pressions derive from multiaxial HCF fatigue criteria based on the mesoscopic approaches
proposed by Dang Van [20], Papadopoulos [21] and Morel and Huyen [22]. The main change
made on these criteria is the replacement of the macroscopic mechanical quantities by meso-
scopic mechanical quantities, i.e. the quantities computed from the stress tensors averaged
per grain hig which are obtained from the last loading cycle of the FE simulations.
3.1. Critical plane-based criterion
The criterion proposed by Dang Van is based on the assumption that the fatigue crack
initiation in one grain leads to the failure of the entire polycrystalline aggregate. To keep
this idea, a criterion checking that no crack initiates during the last loading cycle in each slip
plane contained in the polycrystal is proposed (Eq. 9). With this relation, which is similar
to the one proposed by Dang Van, it is assumed that the fatigue failure is prevented as long
as the inequality is satised.
DV = max
n
h
max
t
[k (n; t)  m(n) k +DV h(t)]
i
 DV (9)
DV and DV are two material parameters. (n; t) represents the mesoscopic shear stress
vector acting on the slip plane n, m(n) the mesoscopic mean shear stress vector acting
on the slip plane n and h(t) the mesoscopic hydrostatic pressure. As the direction of the
mesoscopic shear stress vector (n; t) generally changes with time, the end of this vector
described a path   (Fig.1b) which is, in our case, computed during the last loading cycle.
Under these conditions, an appropriate denition of the mesoscopic mean shear stress vector
m(n), to respect its uniqueness [23], consists to dene m(n) as the vector O
 with O
being the origin of the shear stress vector and 
 being the centre of the smallest circle
circumscribing the path   (Fig.1b). The randomised algorithm summarised in [23] is used
to eciently nd the minimum enclosing circle of the path of each slip plane.
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3.2. Integral criterion
Like Dang Van, Papadopoulos has developed a fatigue criterion at the grain scale based
on the concept of elastic shakedown. In this mesoscopic fatigue criterion, a fatigue crack
does not initiate in a grain if the accumulated plastic slip on a given slip system does not
exceed a threshold.
Papadopoulos wisely noticed that the engineering fatigue limit is not considered as the
stress amplitude at which there is no crack initiation. The author relies on the fact that
non-propagating small fatigue cracks can be observed in specimens loaded below their con-
ventional fatigue limit. This leads Papadopoulos to propose a criterion, given in Eq.10,
based on an estimate of the average accumulated plastic slip of all the slip systems contained
in a representative volume element (RVE). This criterion is expressed as a function of the
quadratic mean, along every slip systems in the polycrystal, of the macroscopic resolved shear
stress amplitude Ts;a (Eq. 11) and the average, along every slip planes in the polycrystal, of
the macroscopic normal stess n (Eq. 12).q

T 2s;a

+ max
t
[hn(t)i]   (10)
q

T 2s;a

=
p
5
s
1
82
Z 2
'=0
Z 
=0
Z 2
=0
T 2s;ad sin()dd' (11)
hn(t)i = 1
82
Z 2
'=0
Z 
=0
Z 2
=0
n(t)d sin()dd' (12)
In this work, the form of this criterion is preserved (Eq. 13) but mesoscopic quantities
are used instead of the macroscopic ones (s;a and n replace respectively Ts;a and n):
P =
q

2s;a

+ P max
t
[hn(t)i]  P (13)
where P and P correspond to the material parameters. As the microstructures studied
contain a nite number of grains and slip systems,
q

2s;a

and hni become
q

2s;a

=
p
5
vuut 1
Ns
NgX
g=1
"
f(g)
NsX
s=1
2s;a(g; s)
#
(14)
hn(t)i = 1
Np
NgX
g=1
24f(g) NpX
p=1
n(g; p; t)
35 (15)
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where Ns and Np are respectively the number of slip systems in a grain and the number of
slip planes in a grain. In Eqs 14 and 15, f(g) represents the volume fraction of the grain g.
For the sake of simplicity, as the grains in the microstructure have approximately the same
volume, f(g) is assumed to be equal to 1=Ng with Ng being the number of grains in the
considered microstructure.
3.3. Probabilistic fatigue criterion
Morel and Huyen have proposed a criterion based on the assumption that the fatigue
crack initiation threshold at the grain scale follows a Weibull distribution which led them
to dene a failure probability for each grain contained in a polycrystalline aggregate [22].
In order to estimate the failure probability of the polycrystal, the authors then applied the
weakest-link hypothesis. This reasoning is repeated below.
First, a fatigue crack is assumed to initiate in a slip plane of normal n if the amplitude
of shear stress a acting on this plane exceeds a threshold 
th
a . a is dened as the radius of
the smallest circle circumscribing the path described by (n; t) during the last loading cycle.
Once again, the randomised algorithm [23] is used to determine this circle. The threshold
 tha is then supposed to be a random variable following a Weibull distribution characterised
by a shape parameter m and a scale parameter 0. Thus, the failure probability of the slip
plane can be expressed by:
PFn = P (a   tha ) = 1  exp

 

a
0
m
(16)
The normal stress eect on the fatigue strength is taken into account by considering that
0 depends on the normal stress amplitude n;a and on the mean normal stress n;m acting
on the slip plane of normal n (Eq. 17).
0 = 
0
0
1  n;m
1 + (n;a=a)
(17)
In Eq. 17,  00,  and  are material parameters.
The failure probability PFg of a grain g is supposed to correspond to the maximum failure
among the failure probabilities of its slip planes (Eq. 18). This assumption constitutes the
major dierence with respect to the initial criterion. Indeed, the weakest-link hypothesis was
used by Morel and Huyen to determined the failure probability at the grain scale PFg.
PFg = max
n2g [PFn] (18)
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Finally, the weakest-link hypothesis is applied to determine the failure probability of a
polycrystalline aggregate PFa which leads to the following expression:
1  PFa =
NgY
g=1
(1  PFg) (19)
where Ng is the number of grain constituting the polycrystalline aggregate. The use of the
weakest-link hypothesis is justied by the fact that in HCF regime, the failure is driven by the
initiation and the propagation of a single crack more than the initiation and the coalescence
of a large number of cracks.
3.4. Identication of the fatigue criteria parameters and predictions of the fatigue limits
For each constitutive models assigned to the grains, the parameters of the criteria are
identied thanks to numerical simulations' results on smooth microstructures loaded, at the
average fatigue limit level, in fully reversed tension and in fully reversed shear. Moreover, as
the probabilistic criterion has a parameter which denes the sensitivity to the mean normal
stress, the results obtained from a third loading case are needed. A simple loading case
inducing mesoscopic mean normal stresses is chosen: cyclic tension with a stress ratio R = 0.
The average fatigue limits in fully reversed tension and in fully reversed torsion, for an
electrolytic copper, have been determined respectively by Lukas [1] and Ravilly (reported in
[24]) and are s 1 = 73 MPa and t 1 = 44 MPa. The fatigue limit in tension with R = 0
has been estimated with the Gerber relation which gives s0 = 66:4 MPa for a UTS = 220
MPa.
For the integral and the critical plane-based criteria, the parameters are identied such
that
DV
DV
and
P
P
are, in average on the 30 realisations, equal to 1 in fully reversed tension
and in fully reversed shear. Regarding the probabilistic criterion, the procedure is similar
excepted that the shape parameter m is imposed. Two values are chosen: 5 and 20. The
other parameters are identied such that PFa is, in average, equal to 50% for each of the
three loading cases.
Once the parameters identied, the fatigue criteria are used to predict the fatigue limits
of the notched and holed microstructures. For a given loading case, defect geometry and
radius, the determination of the predicted average fatigue limit consists in searching the
macroscopic stress amplitude, 22;a in the case of fully reversed tension and 12;a in the case
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of fully reversed shear, which have to be applied to the polycrystalline aggregates such as in
average on the 9 realisations:
 DV =DV = 1 for the critical plane criterion;
 P =P = 1 for the integral criterion;
 PFa = 50% for the probabilistic criterion.
When elastic constitutive models are used, only one FE computation per loading condition
is needed to determine this loading amplitude thanks to the linearity of the mechanical
response. On the contrary, in cases where crystal plasticity is assigned to the grains, the
search of the fatigue limit level is an iterative process requiring several FE simulations per
loading condition which leads to important computation times. For that reason, the fatigue
limits are predicted only for the notched microstructures when crystal plasticity is used.
4. Results and discussion
The mechanical response of the polycrystalline aggregates is studied at the grain scale,
for the three material constitutive models assigned to the grains, through the mesoscopic
mechanical quantities, i.e. the quantities computed from the stress tensors averaged per
grain hig which are obtained from the last loading cycle of the FE simulations.
4.1. Notched microstructures
Before discussing the mesoscopic mechanical quantities, it would be interesting to review
some features of the local mechanical elds computed from the simulations of polycrystalline
aggregates using crystal plasticity. This brief analysis relies on Fig. 5 which represents
the accumulated equivalent plastic slip eld determined at the gauss points at the end of
the 10th loading cycle for some congurations. The same microstructure geometry is used
in every case excepted that the notch radius  increases gradually from the 1st to the 4th
column. Moreover, the results in a given row are obtained with the same orientation set.
For each defect size, the polycrystalline aggregates are loaded in fully reversed tension at the
experimental average fatigue limit level excepted in the case where  = 40 m. For this defect
size, the experimental average fatigue limit being unknown, the polycrystalline aggregates
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are loaded at same loading amplitude as the smooth microstructures. This approximation
seems reasonable given that the critical defect size, below which the defect does not aect
the fatigue strength, is more likely greater than 40 m (see [1] for further details).
This gure highlights the heterogeneity, both intragranular and intergranular, of plastic
deformations in a polycrystallin material. A similar observation was noted by Guilhem et al.
[5]. However, it is important to note that the degree of heterogeneity of the intragranular
plastic slip is widely underestimated in these FE simulations for two reasons:
 the mesh is not suciently rened to correctly determine the local extrema either in
terms of stress or strain (see [18] for further informations).
 the modelling does not take into account the formation of dislocation structures in the
grains; thus, the plastic slip localisation in slip bands is neglected.
Looking now at the case of smooth microstructures, it can observed that the crystalline
orientations have a signicant inuence on the position and the magnitude of the plastic
slip. Moreover, it is worth noting that in the case of notched microstructures with a notch
radius  = 40 m, the accumulated equivalent plastic slip reached at the notch root have
the same order of magnitude as the one obtained in the most plastied region of the rest of
the microstructure. The conclusions are dierent for larger notches ( = 80 m and  = 120
m). Indeed, as one might expect, the plastic slip localisation occurs in the vicinity of the
notch while the rest of the microstructure is subjected to a low plastic slip activity. However,
the eect of the crystallographic orientations on the intensity and the position at the notch
root of the plastic slip localisation is still noticeable.
4.1.1. Eect of the constitutive models on the mesoscopic mechanical responses
Distributions of the shear and normal stress amplitudes in the smooth and notched polycrys-
talline aggregates. The mechanical responses of the grains in polycrystalline aggregates have
been studied through several mechanical quantities: components of the stress and strain
tensors expressed in the reference frame of the aggregate [5, 7, 25, 11], von Mises equivalent
stress [10, 11], mesoscopic shear and hydrostatic stresses [16, 7], fatigue criterion parame-
ters [4, 5, 12, 26, 11], etc. To complete these analyses, the distributions of two mechanical
quantities relevant in fatigue are investigated: the mesoscopic shear stress amplitude a and
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the mesoscopic normal stress amplitude n;a which are both used in the probabilistic fatigue
criterion. The mesoscopic mechanical response during the last loading cycle of the smooth
and notched microstructures is studied for the three constitutive models. For each defect
size, the polycrystalline aggregates are loaded in fully reversed tension at the experimental
average fatigue limit level.
For each constitutive model and each defect size, the mechanical response of the slip
planes, obtained with 30 microstructures (three polycrystalline aggregates and ten orientation
sets), is reported in a diagram a - n;a in Fig. 6. On this gure, the results obtained with the
isotropic elasticity, the cubic elasticity and the crystal plasticity with the cubic elasticity are
presented respectively in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd column. The diagrams in the 1st row concern
the results obtained on the smooth microstructures while the 2nd, 3rd and 4th rows present
the results from the FE computations on the notched microstructures (respectively  = 40
m,  = 80 m and  = 120 m). The dashed curves represent a partial estimate of the
convex envelopes of the sets of points. Moreover, the distribution, the mean value  and the
maximum value of both a and n;a are also given for each diagram.
The results presented in Fig.6 clearly show that the distributions of the considered me-
chanical quantities are signicantly aected when the isotropic elastic model is replaced by
the cubic elastic model. Indeed, taking into account the anisotropic elastic behaviour of the
grains leads to a notable increase in mean and maximum values of the normal stress ampli-
tude, especially in the case of smooth microstructures. The eect of the cubic elasticity on
the distribution of the shear stress amplitude is dierent: the mean values slightly decrease
for every defect sizes and the maximum values increase excepted for the largest notch ra-
dius. Nevertheless, the increase in the maximum values of a is only signicant in the case
of defect-free microstructures. Actually, the most noticeable change occurs on the skewness,
making the distributions of a more symmetric when the cubic elastic model is assigned to
the grains.
The addition of the crystal plasticity aects only slightly the distributions of the mechan-
ical quantities in the case of smooth microstructures (Fig. 6a): the distribution of n;a is
almost unchanged and the maximum values of a are reduced. The small eect of the crystal
plasticity compared to the one of the cubic elasticity is due to the strong anisotropic elastic
behaviour of the copper and to the low loading amplitudes in high cycle fatigue leading to a
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moderate plastic ow. In the case of notched microstructures (Fig. 6b, c, d), the inuence of
the crystal plasticity on the mechanical response is more pronounced. Indeed, although the
mean values of a are not changed, the maximum values noticeably decrease. This reduction
is due to the fact that the hardening limits the stress level reached in the grains undergoing
high stress in the vicinity of the notch.
Distributions of the mean normal stresses in the smooth and notched polycrystalline aggre-
gates. One last mechanical quantity used in the probabilistic fatigue criterion has not yet
been discussed: the mesoscopic mean normal stress n;m. This variable may seem superu-
ous as only fully reversed tension is considered in the present study. Indeed, for this loading
case, the mesoscopic mean normal stresses are necessarily equal to zero when a purely elastic
constitutive model is assigned to the grains. However, this observation is no longer true
when the crystal plasticity is used in the constitutive model of the grains. Indeed, the plastic
strain incompatibilities between the grains induce a residual stress eld leading to non-zero
mesoscopic mean normal stresses. In these conditions, it may be interesting to have a sense
of the magnitude of mesoscopic mean normal stresses with respect to that of mesoscopic
normal stress amplitudes. Thus, in order to analyse, for each defect size, the eect of the
crystal plasticity on the distribution of the mesoscopic mean normal stress and to compare
this distribution to that of the mesoscopic normal stress amplitude, the mechanical responses
of each slip planes are presented in n;m-n;a diagrams in gure 7. The distribution, the
mean value  and the maximum value of both n;m and n;a are given for each diagram.
From gure 7, it can be noticed that although the maximum values of the mesoscopic mean
normal stresses are lower than those reached by the mesoscopic normal stress amplitudes,
these mean normal stresses are not negligible. Indeed, in some highly stressed slip planes, the
mesoscopic mean normal stress n;m is only twice lower than the mesoscopic normal stress
amplitude n;a.
Critical slip planes orientations. The orientations of the most critical slip planes in fully
reversed tension are qualitatively studied, for each defect size and each constitutive model,
thanks to the probabilistic fatigue criterion. This analysis is conducted by computing the
failure probability PFg of each grain in ten FE simulations (one polycrystalline aggregate
and ten orientation sets). The failure probability PFg of a given grain is then associated to
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the unit vector ns normal to the corresponding slip plane. Each unit normal vector ns is
represented by a point in one of the pole gures gathered in Fig.8, thanks to a stereographic
projection, in the plane of normal vector e3 (the reference frame is illustrated in Fig.3). The
grey level associated to the points corresponds to the magnitude of the failure probability
PFg. On this gure, the results obtained with the isotropic elasticity, the cubic elasticity and
the crystal plasticity with the cubic elasticity are presented respectively in the 1st, 2nd and
3rd column. The pole gures in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th rows present the results obtained
respectively for the notch radii : 0 m, 40 m, 80 m and 120 m. For each constitutive
model, the polycrystalline aggregates are loaded at the average fatigue limit level and the
tensile loading is applied in the direction of e2. Only the grains having a failure probability
PFg > 10
 5 are reported.
Looking now at the pole gures obtained with the defect-free microstructures in Fig. 8a,
it appears that the use of an anisotropic constitutive model (elastic or plastic) increases the
scatter of the failure probabilities of the grains. Moreover, the orientations of the normal
vectors of the most critical planes tend to be closer to the loading axis e2 when the crystal
plasticity is assigned to the grains. Indeed, for this conguration, the angles between the
loading axis and the normal vectors of the most critical planes are ranging approximately
from 0 to 45 whereas the interval is about [20; 70] when only purely elastic model is
used. This conclusion is valid even for notched microstructures (see Fig. 8b, 8c and 8d).
Furthermore, it can be noted that in presence of notch, the dierences between the lowest and
the highest values of the failure probabilities of the grains are notably accentuated whatever
the constitutive model assigned to the grains. This nding was predictable given that only
the slip planes in the vicinity of the notch undergo high stress.
4.1.2. Predictions of the fatigue criteria
The predictions obtained for each criterion and each constitutive models assigned to the
grains are presented in Fig. 9. When the crystal plasticity is used, the predicted fatigue
limits are iteratively searched and thus a signicant computation time is required. For this
reason, the predictions of the probabilistic fatigue criterion are determined, in the case of
crystal plasticity, only for the most promising { in terms of prediction accuracy with the
cubic elastic model { identied parameters set. Given the results in Fig. 9b, the parameters
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set selected is the one for which m = 20.
Whatever the constitutive model applied at the grain scale, it can be observed in Fig.
9 that the critical plane-based criterion provides the most conservatives results whereas
the predictions of the integral criterion overestimate the fatigue limits of the notched mi-
crostructures. However, it is worth noting that the fatigue limits predicted by the critical
plane criterion are closer to the experimental data when the elastic and plastic anisotropy
is taken into account in the FE models. On the contrary, the predictions provided by the
integral criterion are almost independent of the constitutive model assigned to the grains. It
has to be noted that the fatigue limits predicted by this last criterion highly depend of the
number of grains considered in the vicinity of the notch. Indeed, the grains farthest from the
notch, which are less stressed, overshadow the notch eect on the predicted fatigue limits.
An appropriate way to improve the prediction of this criterion would be to consider in the
computation of P only the grains or the slip planes for which the level of a \fatigue indi-
cator parameter" is above a threshold level. This method of selection of grains to properly
dene a damage process zone was proposed by Owolabi et al. in [12]. In the case of the
integral criterion, the fatigue indicator parameter could be, for instance, the amplitude of
the shear stress acting on a slip plane a. However such an approach was not investigated in
the present paper.
Furthermore, it has to be noted that the probabilistic fatigue criterion, for m = 20,
provides good estimations of the experimental fatigue limits especially in the case of the FE
models using crystal plasticity. This criterion can be seen as a good compromise between the
local approach of the critical plane-based criterion and the global approach of the integral
criterion. Indeed, all the grains in the aggregate are considered to predict the failure of
the polycrystal but the contribution of each grain to the fatigue failure is driven by the
parameters of the fatigue crack initiation threshold distribution. The lower the standard
deviation of the distribution (high m value and low 0 value), the higher the contribution to
the failure of the most stressed grains, the less stressed grains having a negligible eect.
4.2. Holed microstructures
As previously, the objective is to apply the loading amplitude corresponding to the av-
erage macroscopic fatigue limit to study the mesoscopic mechanical response. However,
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unlike the case of the notched microstructures, the macroscopic fatigue limits of the holed
microstructures are unknown. As the probabilistic criterion provides the most convincing
predictions in the case of notched microstructures, it is used to estimate these fatigue limits
both in fully reversed tension and in fully reversed shear. The shape parameter m is taken
equal to 20.
4.2.1. Eect of the constitutive models on the mesoscopic mechanical responses
Eect of the constitutive models on the mechanical response of the smooth and holed poly-
crystalline aggregates. The approach followed to study the eect of the constitutive models
on the mechanical responses of the grains is identical to the one described in section 4.1.1.
The mesoscopic mechanical responses a-n;a of each slip planes deduced from the FE sim-
ulations of holed microstructures loaded in fully reversed tension and in fully reversed shear
are respectively presented in Figs. 10 and 11.
The conclusions about the eect of the anisotropic elasticity are similar to those drawn
in the case of notched microstructures. Indeed, when the cubic elastic model is assigned to
the grains, the maximum and the mean values of the mesoscopic normal stress amplitudes
n;a are notably increased compared to the isotropic elastic case and the skewness of the
distributions of the mesoscopic shear stress amplitude a is closer to 0. Furthermore, a
major eect of the hole on the maximum values reached by a and n;a is again observed.
Critical slip planes orientations. The analysis of the orientation of the most critical slip
plane is conducted thanks to the probabilistic fatigue criterion as the same manner as in in
section 4.1.1. The pole gures obtained from the FE simulations of the holed microstructures
(with  = 0 and 84:9 m) loaded in fully reversed tension and in fully reversed shear are
respectively gathered in Figs. 12 and 13.
The orientations of the normal vector of the critical planes predicted in fully reversed
tension are similar in the notched and the holed microstructures: the normal vectors of
the most critical planes are ranging approximately from 20 to 70 with respect to the
loading axis e2 when only elastic model is used. Besides, the anisotropic elastic behavior
induced an increase in the scatter of the failure probabilities of the grains. This conclusion
is also valid in the case of the fully reversed shear (see Fig. 13). Moreover, the dierences
between the maximum and the minimum failure probabilities are more important in the
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holed microstructures than in the smooth microstructures whatever the loading condition
considered. Furthermore, in the case of defect-free microstructures loaded in fully reversed
shear, the normal vectors of the most critical planes are ranging approximately from 0 to
40 around e1 and e2. The orientations of these normal vectors are far more scattered in the
case of holed microstructures as it can be observed in Fig. 13b.
4.2.2. Predictions of the probabilistic fatigue criterion
Before discussing the predictions of the probabilistic fatigue criterion, it is appropriate to
review the experimental trends observed on fatigue strength of metallic material in presence
of an articial defect and under fully reversed tension and torsion. In [2], Susmel, relying on
data from fatigue tests performed by Endo et Murakami [27] on specimens made of 0.46% C
steel with a drilled hole, stated that:
 the critical radius of the hole, below which this defect does not reduce the fatigue
strength, is much larger in fully reversed torsion than in rotating bending.
 the gradient of the sloping part of the threshold in a Kitagawa{Takahashi diagram
(log(a) versus log()) is equal to about  1=6 both for rotating bending and fully
reversed torsion.
These conclusions are not veried by the results of the fatigue tests conducted by Billaudeau
et al. [28] on specimen made of 0.36% C steel with hemispherical defect. Indeed, in this
case, the gradient of the sloping part is dierent from  1=6 both in fully reversed tension
and in fully reversed torsion. Moreover, the fatigue strength decrease is more pronounced in
tension than in torsion whatever the defect size considered. However, a common feature is
observed in these studies: the increase of the defect size  leads to an increase of the ratio '
between the fatigue limits in torsion t 1 () and in tension s 1 () (Eq. 20).
' =
t 1 ()
s 1 ()
(20)
For instance, in [28] ' reaches almost 1 in presence of an articial defect while this ratio is
initially equal to 0:72 with a smooth specimen. This trend is conrmed by the experimental
fatigue limits determined by Endo [29] on specimens made of 0.37% C steel with a drilled
hole. In this case, ' increases from 0:62 to 0:80 for a hole diameter ranging from 0 to 500
m.
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The fatigue limits estimated thanks to the probabilistic fatigue criterion by takingm = 20
are presented in Fig. 14. It is worth noting that these predictions are similar to the trends
observed in [28]: the critical defect sizes in fully reversed tension and shear is not clearly
identiable and the decrease of the fatigue limit is more important in tension than in shear
for each defect size studied. Moreover, as in the case of notched microstructures, the use of
cubic elasticity leads only to slight changes in the predictions of the criterion with respect
to those obtained with the isotropic elasticity. Besides, these predicted fatigue limits are
generally more optimistic in the case of the anisotropic elastic model than in the one of the
isotropic elastic model.
The analysis will now focus on the evolution of the ratio ', predicted by the probabilistic
fatigue criterion, with respect to the hole radius. These ratios, resulting from the predictions,
are reported in Fig. 15. It can be noticed that the predicted ratios ' are almost identical
whatever the elastic model assigned to the grains. Furthermore, these results show that an
increase in the notch radius induced an increase in the predicted ratio ', thus demonstrat-
ing a good agreement between the predictions of the probabilistic fatigue criterion and the
experimental trends.
5. Conclusion
The role of each source of anisotropy (elastic and plastic) on the mechanical response at
the grain scale and more specically on the distributions of shear and normal stresses have
been discussed in polycrystalline aggregates with and without defect. It has been highlighted
that the cubic elasticity, unlike the crystal plasticity, signicantly aects these distributions
of a and n;a in the case of smooth microstructures. These results are attributable to
the strong anisotropic elastic behaviour of copper single crystals and to the low loading
amplitudes specic to high cycle fatigue leading to a moderate plastic slip activity. However,
the crystal plasticity plays a more important role in the mesoscopic mechanical response when
notched microstructures are considered. Indeed, the maximum values of the mesoscopic shear
stress amplitude reached in the grains in the vicinity of the notch are notably reduced thanks
to the plasticity. As fatigue crack initiation occurs in the most severely stressed grains, it
seems relevant to account for the crystal plasticity in the modelling to satisfactorily estimate
the mechanical response of these grains.
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The predictions obtained from three dierent criteria using the results of the FE simula-
tions of notched microstructures have then been studied. The approach of each criterion is
dierent which makes them more or less sensitive to the change of constitutive model and
to the defect. The predictions provided by the critical plane criterion are too conservatives
as only the most critical slip plane in the polycrystal is considered to estimate the fatigue
failure. The integral criterion overestimates the fatigue strength. The eect of the defect on
the macroscopic fatigue limit is almost neglected by this criterion due to the fact that the
mechanical response of every slip systems in the aggregate is considered in the computation
of the averaged mechanical quantities used in the criterion. Thus, the grains farthest from
the notch, which undergo low stress, overshadow the notch eect on the predicted fatigue
limits. The probabilistic fatigue criterion is a good alternative to these two criteria. Indeed,
in this criterion, every grains are considered to predict the fatigue limits but, thanks to the
distribution of the fatigue crack initiation threshold, only the most critical grains contribute
eectively to the fatigue failure. It follows that this criterion is able of predict satisfactorily
the inuence of a defect on the fatigue strength as shown in the comparison of the predicted
fatigue limits with experimental data.
In the case of holed microstructures, two loading conditions have been considered: fully
reversed tension and fully reversed shear. Due to the lack of experimental macroscopic fatigue
limits, only a comparison between the predictions of the probabilistic fatigue criterion and
the experimental trends observed in metallic materials is conducted. From the fatigue limits
predicted in fully reversed tension and in fully reversed shear, it has appeared that the
detrimental eect of the hole on fatigue strength is more pronounced in shear than in tension
for a given defect size. Thus, an increase in the defect size  leads to an increase in the ratio
between the predicted fatigue limits in torsion and in tension which is in agreement, to the
authors knowledge, with all experimental studies.
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Figure 1: Representation of some mechanical quantities and vectors in (a) a FCC unit cell
and (b) a slip plane.
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Figure 2: Specimen geometry and modelled zone.
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Figure 3: Mesh of a 2-dimensional notched microstructure of approximately 200 grains em-
bedded in an isotropic matrix.
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Figure 4: Geometry of the holed microstructure.
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(a) Orientation set n1
(b) Orientation set n2
(c) Orientation set n3
Figure 5: Accumulated equivalent plastic slip eld at the end of the 10th loading cycle for
the same microstructure, loaded at the macroscopic fatigue limit level, with dierent notch
radii and orientation sets.
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(a)  = 0 m
(b)  = 40 m
(c)  = 80 m
(d)  = 120 m
Figure 6: Mechanical responses, in terms of a-n;a, of each slip planes obtained from the FE
simulations of notched microstructures loaded in fully reversed tension at the fatigue limit
level.
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(a)  = 0 m (b)  = 40 m
(c)  = 80 m (d)  = 120 m
Figure 7: Mechanical responses, in terms of n;m-n;a, of each slip planes obtained from the
FE simulations of notched microstructures, using the crystal plasticity model, loaded in fully
reversed tension at the fatigue limit level.
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(a)  = 0 m
(b)  = 40 m
(c)  = 80 m
(d)  = 120 m
Figure 8: Stereographic projection, in the plane of normal e3, of the unit vector normal to
the most critical slip plane of each grain and associated failure probability PFg obtained with
notched microstructures loaded in fully reversed tension.
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(a) Isotropic elasticity (b) Cubic elasticity (c) Cubic elasticity and crystal
plasticity
Figure 9: Experimental fatigue limits in fully reversed tension for dierent notch radii [1]
and predictions of the fatigue criteria, for the notched microstructures, obtained with (a)
the isotropic elasticity, (b) the cubic elasticity and (c) the crystal plasticity with the cubic
elasticity.
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(a)  = 0 m
(b)  = 28:3 m
(c)  = 56:6 m
(d)  = 84:9 m
Figure 10: Mechanical responses, in terms of a-n;a, of each slip planes obtained from the
FE simulations of holed microstructures in fully reversed tension at the fatigue limit level.
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(a)  = 0 m
(b)  = 28:3 m
(c)  = 56:6 m
(d)  = 84:9 m
Figure 11: Mechanical responses, in terms of a-n;a, of each slip planes obtained from the
FE simulations of holed microstructures in fully reversed shear at the fatigue limit level.
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(a)  = 0 m
(b)  = 84:9 m
Figure 12: Stereographic projection, in the plane of normal e3, of the unit vector normal
to the most critical slip plane of each grain and associated failure probability PFg obtained
with holed microstructures loaded in fully reversed tension.
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(a)  = 0 m
(b)  = 84:9 m
Figure 13: Stereographic projection, in the plane of normal e3, of the unit vector normal
to the most critical slip plane of each grain and associated failure probability PFg obtained
with holed microstructures loaded in fully reversed shear.
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(a) Isotropic elasticity (b) Cubic elasticity
Figure 14: Predictions of the probabilistic fatigue criterion, for the holed microstructures
loaded in fully reversed tension and in fully reversed shear for each elastic constitutive models.
(a) Isotropic elasticity (b) Cubic elasticity
Figure 15: Evolution of the ratio  predicted by the probabilistic fatigue criterion with the
hole radius .
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Isotropic elasticity Cubic elasticity
E [GPa]  C1111 [GPa] C1122 [GPa] C1212 [GPa]
118 0.34 159 122 81
Viscosity Isotropic hardening
K [MPa.s1=n] n r0 [MPa] Q [MPa] b h0 h1 h2 h3 h4 h5
8 20 4 7 9 1 1 0.2 90 3 2.5
Table 1: Material parameters used for the annealed electrolytic copper.
y [MPa] Q [MPa] b C [MPa] 
26.3 100.0 5.36 1316 168.4
Table 2: Material parameters used for the isotropic matrix.
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